
 
Becoming Fans of Sun-Tech at Facebook 

You are not only a friend of Sun-Tech, you can be our FAN! We cordially invite you to 

be a FAN of Sun-Tech at Facebook. As a privilege to our fans, you can enjoy the 

fabulous benefits*: 
 
- Special discount for purchasing XCLASS, DLL, XPRESS & related Sun-Tech’s 

products 
- Join our Pilot Scheme and adopt our latest solutions for FREE 
- Be our VIP and entitle advanced reservation in joining Sun-Tech’s activities 
- Enjoy FREE software upgrade 
- Experience latest products trial and learn Sun-Tech’s new movements 

 
Is it the Sun-Tech’s Fans Offer very attractive? Don’t miss the great chance! Click 

here  to join us now at Sun-Tech’s Facebook immediately and enjoy benefits 

that we prepare especially for you.  

 

Coming Promotional Event – BETT in London 2010 

We are pleased to inform you that Sun-Tech is going to participate in BETT, the 

world’s largest educational technology event, which will be held in January, at 

Olympia, London. All the visitors coming from the world can easily grasp the 

opportunity to understand more about Sun-Tech as all up-to-date educational 

technology products will be presented at the exhibition. Not only first-hand Touch and 

Test, but also interactive Experience Sharing are ready for you. Let’s discover the 

latest ways to use technology for teaching and learning at Sun-Tech’s Booth and we 

truly hope to see you at BETT 2010, Jan 13-16 - Booth H12. 

 

Heading to New Products 

As a pioneer in the field of educational technology products, Sun-Tech always keep 

moving and keep going to strike for improvement and innovation. As a result, we 

have put numerous resources into products development. Sun-Tech believes all the 

up coming new products will impress and benefit you in a great extent; easy to 

prepare teaching material; easy to have interactive lesson; and easy to take care of 

each students; Teachers and Presenters no longer need to spend much time on trivial 

issues, but focusing on real education by the aid of our products. Wait and See what 

kind of surprises we are going to launch. 

 

Finally, we would like to thank again for all your continuous support. Hope that you 

could get updated information about our current development and future prospect 

through this newsletter. 

 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Sun-Tech-International-Group-Ltd/101575661435
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Sun-Tech-International-Group-Ltd/101575661435


If you have any inquiry about our products, please feel free to contact our Sales Team 

at sales@suntechgroup.com  for further information and product demonstration. 

 
Remarks:  
*Terms and Conditions are applied and we reserve the final right of decision on all matters concerning the 
use of the above offers 
 

 

 

 

mailto:sales@suntechgroup.com

